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 Datly Start Writer 
SJSU President
 J. Handel Evans
 painted a 
dismal  scene for 
students
 in his first press 







 because of a 
lack of classes
 and longer 
financial  aid 
lines  were 
some
 of the 
consequences
 he 









cent cut to the 










 limits or student
 fee hikes are 




 heads at 
SJSU are in the 
preliminary 
stages, Evans
 did not reveal
 what specific
 measures 
would  be 
taken




a student fee hike 
appears inevitable,
 the big ques-
tion now is 





 of the CSU 
system  
adopting a Dec.
 16 CSU 
Executive
 Council 
proposal  that 
included
 a 46 percent fee
 increase in 





 12,000 full-time 




 it would become 
a reality.  The proposed
 scenario 
was set up purely for 
discussion purposes. 
Evans emphasized that 
"increasing student fees
 is not a 
panacea for this issue.
 It raises the question 
of accessibility. We 
do not specialize
 in wealthy kids.
 You can increase 
fees  but it 
won't be worth
 much if students 
can't  afford to come 
here.  
Therefore  one of the big 
efforts that must be 
made  is to increase 
allocations
 to financial aid." 
Evans noted that CSU 
had  already taken "significant and 
serious" cuts of eight and 
eleven  percent in the past two 
years.  
He stressed that "a proposed 




until you add it all 
together." 
MONTY COSME SPARTAN DAILY 
SJSU
 President J. 
Handel
 Evans discusses 
the effects budget 
cuts will 
have on classes
 and faculty 
He said 
SJSU  could anticipate
 "major cuts" with 
the faculty 
bearing





 over SJ SU's 
ability
 to keep its tal-
ented and 
quality  faculty. 
"Faculty  salaries have not 
been raised in three 
years.  there is 
an
 erosion of faculty 
system -wide. People are 
beginning to 












Spartan Daily Stall Writer 
At  the outset of the
 State of the 
City 
Convocation
 at the 
McEnery
 
Convention  Center 
Wednesday 
night, 
San Jose Mayor 
Susan  
Hammer 
emphasized  the impor-
tance of 
jobs,  schools and youth, 
and public safety 
before  an audi-
ence of 2,500 
people. 
But Hammer didn't 
close 
before chastising
 Gov. Pete Wil-
son 





"La.st week, I 
personally wit-
nessed the 
inauguration  of Presi-
dent 








 is upon us," 
Hammer  
said. "However,
 for San Jose and 
for California, 
formidable  chal-
lenges must be overcome
 before 
we 
can  enjoy a 
resurgence
 of the 
American Dream."
 
Hammer said those challenges 
included Wilson, who "trans-
ferred millions of local tax dollars 
away from San Jose to pay for the 
programs of other levels of gov-
ernment," 
Hammer  said. "This 
year, the governor proposes to 
take nearly 
$20 million more of 
our local (property) taxes to bal-
ance the state's
 budget. Such irre-
sponsible state actions 
will drive 
jobs to other
 states and weaken 
our ability to keep this 
communi-
ty safe and 
secure."  
Gov. Pete Wilson's office
 
responded that California's 
cur 
rent tough 
economic  climate calls 
for creative budgeting. 
"The  State is facing 
its third 
year of some of the
 largest short-
fall in the history of the United 
States," Wilson's 
spokesman  
Franz Wisner said in reaction to 
Hammer's speech. "Last year, in 
order to bridge that gap, the 
so-




 were reduced and the gov 
ernor is asking for another reduc-
tion
 this year." 
"In these 
tough  times it's 
important that 
everyone  tighten 
their belt," 
Wisner  said. "(The 
governor)





























BY JoHN PEREz 
, the
 
spatial  Daily 
Two self-proclaimed evangelists 
were arrested and 
charged with dis-
turbing the peace after they allegedly 
interrupted a noontime jazz concert 
by the Tony Williams Quintet 
Wednesday afternoon. 
During a break before the last tune 
was played, the
 two evangelists 
walked down the stairs carrying a tall 
sign and yelling,
 calling the music 
"jungle 
music,"  and band members 
"jungle  bunnies:' said led Gehrke, 
Student Union Gallery 
director and 
curator. 
"This is the first time in 20 years 
that anything 




thing was really sad, I 




The quintet, which is 
an all -black 
hand, was apparently 
insulted and 
upset, leaving
 10 minutes 
early 
because of 




interviewed  later, 
Jed 
Smock, 
one  of the 
evangelists,












 not to 
man's  
intellect. 


















whoresr  saying 
"they should 
all
 repent for 
their sins." 
Smock
 said he 


















believe  the 




 help. God 
is dis-
turbed  about 
what  goes on 
at college 
campuses,"  said 
a man who 
called 




















called  a woman 
in








San Jose Mayor Susan Hammer, with husband Phil, right, 
sign autographs during a reception after the State of the 






 Center on San
 Carlos Street 




spartan Datly Stall Wnter
 
Imagine looking down San Carlos Street 
and seeing palm trees at the entrances of a 
pedestrian walkway lined with benches and 
shaded  by lush, green canopy trees. Imagine 
a water fountain in the
 midst of it all. 
The 
decade -old proposal to close San Car-
los 
Street between Fourth and
 Tenth streets 
will become a 
reality  if SISU gets 
approval  
from the 
San  Jose City 
Council
 in June. 
Parking and
 traffic will top 
the list of envi-
ronmental
 concerns 
addressed  in an 
environ-
mental  impact 
report
 (EIR) now being 
pre-
pared on 







conduct the study 
after getting the 
green  light 
during 
a public hearing before




In a public 




 invited additional 
concerns related to the
 proposed closure. 
Barati outlined the 
El R, which will address 
a 
broad range
 of effects caused by converting 
San 
Carlos Street into a pedestrian mall, in 
addition to considering 
possible  alternatives 
to closure. 
The alternatives include 
reducing  San Car-
los' existing 
four lanes of traffic to two, limit-
ing the street's closure to Seventh
 through 
Tenth streets,
 and constructing a pedestrian 
overpass.  
Among those who spoke 
Wednesday  night 
were 
April  Halberstadt of the Campus Com-
munity Association and Jeff Hare, neighbor-
hood resident and
 member of the University 
Environs Task Force. The Environs Task 
Force wa.s set up by the City Council to study 
the closure. I lalberstadt
 and Hare suggested 
the El R address bike routes, future light rail 
access, and the possibility of opening Tenth 
Street to two-way traffic if San Carlos is 
closed.  
Most of those who spoke at 
Wednesday'c  




 Ell,ge 6 










 in the number 
of reported 
rapes  in the California 
State University system, according to 




lor's Office and released to the Spar-
tan Daily this week. 
Five rapes 
were
 reported at SJSU 
in 1991; 
CSU  Northridge was 
second  
with  four a.ssaults. 
CSU  Long Beach, 
Los Angeles 
and  Pomona campuses
 
had two 




 which was 







SISU in 1990 
and  two in 1989, 
according  to the 
report. 
"In the last 25 
months, we had 
eight reported rapes and made seven
 
ar rests;' Lowe 
said. The eighth sus-
pect 
lett
 the count Ty. 
Lowe said it's important for peo-
A 
ple to 
realize that if the campus has a 
good 
crime prevention program anu 
police aggressively
 invest igat c 
reports, more rapes are going to be 
reported.
 
The annual report 
of crime statis-
tics, published by the California 
State University Office of the Chan-
cellor, is the first such report, now 
required by the federal government 
since passage of the Student Right -
to -Know
 and Campus Security Act 
of I 990. 
Lowe 
said
 the statistics aren't 
indicative of SJSU. 
"Not all the rapes involved 
uni-
versity 
faculty, staff, or students," 
Lowe said. Not all 
of the rapes took 





 one instance, he said. 
The number of reported rapes is 
so high because when UPD investi-
gates a complaint, the school is stuck 
with the statistic, Lowt.x said. 
-.a...a- ..... -0 -un- -AL. Au... ...A..... 
PEP's  Pila unfazed 








SJSU, Harriet Pila of the Preven-
tion Education Program on cam-
pus says 
the numbers aren't so 
bad. 
The
 1991 Ctil.' Annual 
Report 
of Crime 





rapes  at 
five. 
Every year, one in four women 
will he sexually assaulted, one in 
ten men as well, said Pila. She 
said 
the number of reported rapes is a 
sign 
that people are feeling more 
comfortable about coming for-
ward to report the crime. 
See R A 
PE,  Pilo n 
2 
Friday.  January 29. 
1993



















solve problem.  
just
 how many years
 do you 
want
 to be in school? This 
question  is 
on 
everyone's  mind with tuition
 fees 




 four-year degree is just 
too 
expensive. 
Stanford University President 
Gerhard Casper has 
suggested 




degree  and creating a new 
three-year 
degree.
 Cutting a year off 
the degree's completion 
time would 
certainly
 save people 
money,  but is 
this the 
solution  we need? 
In the CSU 
system,
 the general 




 Giving students a 
well rounded education is one of the 
goals 
of
 the university. G. 
E.
 serves a 
purpose for
 most students, but for an 
engineering






unrelated  courses. If a 
student is 
fortunate enough 
to get all the classes 
needed, G. 
E. takes at least 
two  years 
to complete. 
Some of these 
courses  
contain












needs  to be revamped. 
If 
the G.E. classes were structured
 
toward 
specific majors, this change 
would dramatically reduce the num-
ber of students taking courses.irrele-
vant
 to their majors. The 100W writ-
ing workshops are tailored for each 
major. Why not continue the trend? 
How about letting basket weavers 
skip basket weaving 101 and get right 
to the major course work. Casper has 
the right idea by trying to make 
degrees 
less  expensive. But shaving 
off one year isn't the solution. Just 
trimming  the G.E. requirements 
would accomplish this. 
Counseling is another factor. Stu-
dents aren't forced to see counselors
 
before 
scheduling  classes. In the past, 
students never saw
 a counselor until 






 students would 
graduate
 sooner and not waste time 
taking courses 
they  don't need. Voca-
tional schools help 
students take 
exactly what they 
need, why can't the 
universities  do that? 
Some type of 
reorganization  needs 
to 
occur  at the CSU 
level.  The real 
question is 
where.  With budgets 
being slashed left and 
right, no major 
system -wide 
changes  could be made 
anytime soon. 
And until changes are made, 
SJSU  
students will 
continue  working 
toward 






















staff,  faculty 
and  
others who are
 interested in 
the  
university
 at large. 
Any letter
 or column 
for the 
forum page must be turned
 in to 
Letters to 
the Editor's 
box in the 






may  also be 
mailed  to 
the 
Forum Editor,










































 a student. 
Contributions
 must 
be typed or 
submitted






































staff  writers are: 
Campus  Viewpoint: 300 to 
500 








Letters to the 
Editor:  Up to 200 




point of view. If they 
are 
longer, they may
 be edited for 
length. 
Other articles






 Editor's forum: 
<>pinion
 pieces written by Spar-
tan 
Daily 
staff writers or editors 
which 
do








Department  of Joumal-
ism 







writing  opinions on issues 
they have











opinion  of the 
editorial 
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Anyone who knows me 
refers to my car as the "Valiant 
of Doom." Everything in the
 
world has happened to 
my car 
 including 
theft, fire and a 
bizarre run-in between its 
convertible top and a pick.
 
So, 
when  1 was 
kicking 
around ideas for my 
first  
column
 of the spring '93
 
semester,  a column
-deserving  
situation
 fell into my lap. 
Yup, that's right ... another 
car 
mishap.





This time, I was in the car. 
Whoa, what a feeling. Com-
muting to work
 when the jerk 
in front of me brakes suddenly,
 
and I 
brake  suddenly. Unfortu-
nately, the guy behind 
me 
didn't. Squeal, 
screech,  smash! 
Our bumpers connected faster
 
than those magnetic Scotty 
dogs. 
Happy, happy, Joy, joy. 
The impact slammed open 
my glove box, popped a cas-
sette out of my stereo,
 and 
snapped
 my neck further than 
is advised. 
Please  kids, don't 
try 
this at home. 
After signaling our way 
across four lanes
 of traffic 
(another un-advisable feat), 
we got out of our cars 
and 
inspected 
the  damage. I was 
tempted to take a look at my 
already dinged and dented 
back fender and 
scream, "0 
My God! Look at what you 
did 
to my previously pristine car!" 
but reason 
took over. 
My car, referred to recently 
as the 
Battlestar  Galactica, was 
completely undamaged. God 
bless my 
tank of an all -metal 
American -made 1964 Ply-
mouth Valiant convertible 
with a slant -six and
 a push-
button tranny, hruh hruh
 
hruh. 
I dug into the deep recess of 
my mind to driver's ed and
 
swapped
 phone numbers with 
the guy and calmed 
down  
enough to make it to work. 
Once  there, an amazingly 
wonderful co-worker drove 
me to the
 hospital so I could 
get my neck checked out. 
Oh, the joys of a mid -morn-
ing emergency
 room visit are 
without wonder. Spending 
one's pre -noon hours on a col-
lapsible gurney in one of those 
damn gowns that doesn't close 
in the back. I was halfway 
through my latest 
copy
 of 




lie down and take 
off 
your jewelry:'he said. 
Stashing  
my 
earrings  and my locket in 
my left shoe, I settled back to 
enjoy the ride toward 
the bow-
els of the hospital. 
It's a very odd experience to 
be physiolly moved 
from one 
place
 to another while lying 
down. 1 
lost count after 20 ceil-
ing tiles, and stared up at my 
reflection 
in a chrome bubble 
light fixture, feeling like some-
thing 
out of "Rescue 911." 
"Wow:' I told the lab 
man. 
"This is cool. You should 
charge  for this." 




 I have a big 
mouth and a thick skull. Man, 
I could have
 told them that 
and saved them the film. 
Fortunately, the X-rays also 
showed that all of my neck 
bones were intact, and I was 
sent home with a diagnosis of 
muscle strain, a prescription 
for 600 
milligrams of Motrin 
(yippee let's have a party!),
 and 
a neck that was stiffening by 
the minute. My aforemen-
tioned wonderful
 co-worker 
drove to my place for my 
checkbook and delivered me 
to the 
10th  Street 
Pharmacy,
 
that haven of those in pain and 
suffering. 
Having spent the 
afternoon 
watching tnovies, resting 
against a doctor -recommend-
ed ice pack and feeling like I 
will never rotate my neck 
again, I hoisted 
myself to a 






Now That I Have
 
Your Attention 
handwrote this column while
 
half-flippy on ibuprofen. 
Thus ends this portion 
of 
the ongoing saga of my acci-
dent-prone  automobile. Writ-
ing this column 
has been diffi-
cult in my weakened
 condi-
tion, so 1 offer a suggestion as 
to how you can pay 
me
 back. 
How's  about the three of you 
who are actually 
on campus 
Fridays actually peruse this 
column
 on a semi -regular 
basis. Heck, it 
can't  hurt any 
more than my neck does. 
And hey, if you don't, I'll 




lynn Benson is a Daily Staff Colum-







silence  ofthe 
wall  









 day. As the 
winds 
blew
 from west 











 We  had 
originally 
come

















































told,  was right 
across the 








































































with  the 
Vietnam
 War. There
 was anger 
within  me at 
what was 
going  





























 inside of 
me, 
reminding  me 
of
 what the 
Vietnam
 war 
meant  to 
me:  the 
bombing,























































































 body that 
spelled
 trou-
ble  for 
those
 who got
 in his 





 friends as 
freshmen then
 lost each other
 
our 




 touched base 
one more
 time before we went 
our 
separate  ways 
forever.
 
Ernie went to 
fight a war in 
the steaming
 jungles of 
Viet-
nam. For me, the 
war was at 
home, 
organizing  a noontime 
rally




That was in 1968. 
Now, 24 years
 later, the two 
of 
us
 touched base one 
more 
time. 







fingers  reached 
out  to 
trace his




 up, driving deep 
inside. 





 acidic lines as 
they fell to the ground. 
He was
 drafted straight out 
of high school and 
died two 
weeks before
 he was to come 
home. They said he 
stepped  
on a land mine
 while serving 
as 
point  man. 
It was too 
difficult
 to under-
stand. Just two 
weeks before 







 me to turn 
away and
 stare out 
across the 
Les Mahler 
From Where I Sit 
landscape. Inside, the voice 
still echoed, cried out, crash-
ing against all reason. 
Ernie is 
gone. Along with 
the other 53,000 -plus people 
who lost their lives in that 
crummy war. 
But inside of me, where it 
counts most, Ernie is still 
standing next to me in fresh-
men P.E. class, going 
through 
roll call and getting ready to 
do laps around the field.
 
He's still there, sitting next 
to me talking about his loss in 
wrestling and expressing his 
displeasure  at the loss. 
Ernie Martinez  22 West 
93. 
Les Mahler is a Daily 
staff  columnist. 
Ilis column will appear every other 
Thursday.
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MINISTRY:  Thad 
Prayer
 for Peace, 7-8 p.m.., 
Cam-
pus 






































































NITY: Student Masses: 6 p.m., 
Campus Christian Center, 10th 
and  San Carlos; 8 p.m., St. 
Joseph Cathedral, San Fernando 
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Evans said the university 
must 
retain tenured and, in particular, 
"young, tenured -track faculty:' 
who will be poised to take over 
the reins of SJSU in the coming 
years. 
Evans 
said he doesn't know 
whether the CSU will be able to 
maintain  its current level of re -
enrollment. But he noted there is 
"no joy in having students on this 
campus and not getting 
their  
classes. We must educate those on 
board." 
Access  may have to be further 
restricted in order to ensure that 
SJSU can serve those students 
who are already here, 
Evans  said. 
Evans emphasized that all CSU 
presidents are concerned about 
what is happening to 
the CSU sys-
tem  and at some point, he 
would have to make some difficult 
calls. For the future of higher edu-
cation, he hopes California's 
economy will swing back. 
Missing 
dog  found in 
drain 
SAN ANSELMO, Calif. (AP) 
Kate Dykstra had given
 Dakota, 
her
 Golden Retriever, up for dead 
when he 
disappeared
 in a storm 
and didn't turn up during weeks 
of 
searching.  
She regained hope 
Tuesday  
when a neighbor heard whimper-
ing from nearby storm drain. 
Firefighters lifted 
the muck -cov-
ered aninial through a manhole. 
"He was so smelly coming out 
of the sewer drain,
 and the most 
amazing  thing is 









wa.s  sucked by 







 food but 
lost 13 pounds. 




 without him 
and  the whole 
time he 
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Pram page I 
in all 
areas  except education and 
corrections. The 
alternative to 
reductions is to increase taxes, 
and that's 
not  what we need." 
"That's irresponsible  criti-
cizing the governor 
without
 pro-




 the city to 
raise  revenue using innovative 
solutions have been 
thwarted by 
Wilson, said San Jose Public Poli-




said, "the city of San Jose has 
asked
 repeatedly for the opportu-
nity, 
the  legal option, to tax ciga-
rettes locally. If we could do that 
we could raise revenue and we 
could be made
 whole and the 
State could take some of our tax 




son repeatedly denied the 
request. 
"That's infuriatingr Brown-
stein said. "It's 
strictly  politics, 
and as long as they play that old 
kind of politics, they're going to 
be 
balancing budgets on the  
backs of students, the local gov-
ernment services, and health care 
instead of trying to reform state 
government 
and  do things in a 
more professional way." 
In her address, Hammer 
placed emphasis on schools and 
youth. 
"Without adequate skills and 
motivation, our children will be a 
lost generation,
 unable to stand 
their ground in an intensely com-
petitive 21st century:' Hammer 
said. 
Recreation and Parks Com-
mittee Chairman Rod Cryer 
offered  his own interpretation of 
the mayor's words. "... 
if you put 
money in 
at the learning stage, 
you don't have to build prison
 




industry input received by the 
mayor's office suggested the 
prob-
lem lies 




"They feel much better in 
terms of the caliber 
of people 
coming
 out of San Jose State and 
the U.C. system than they do 
about the caliber of people com-
ing out of (grades) K-12," Brown-
stein
 said. 
"I was very pleased with the 
mayor's 
speech,"  said SJSU Exec-
utive Vice President Dean Batt, 
who attended Hammer's address. 
"She tried
 to be positive with a 
special emphasis on education." 
Batt said higher and 
lower  
education are related. Everything 
being done to help high school 
students will eventually benefit 
the university, he said. 
Hammer spoke of giving "stu-
dents in San Jose's high schools 
the most advanced 
training in 
computer skills and the use of 







neighborhoods work with the 
city to establish
 homework study 
centers in branch 
libraries.  
"People  who are not going 
on 
(to college)
 are being placed in a 
situation 
where  they are isolated 
from the future 
economy:'  
Brownstein said. "We can't let 
that happen." 
To advance public safety, 
Hammer intends to recommend 
a number of pilot 
projects that 
will focus on parent education, 
youth -to -youth drug 
counseling,  
returning dropouts to school or 






unlike the morning brunch for-




 an audience 
representative of the city's popu-
lace. 
Seated behind district hon-
orees
 awaiting formal recognition 
and the new city council mem-
bers awaiting swearing -in  
including 
SJSU alumna Shirley 
Lewis
  were hundreds of 
con-
cerned San Jose
 residents like 




 the prospective 
future
 
going to hold for 
San Jose, the 
third 




must be firmly 
directed  
toward  critical 
strategic objec-




came last in her 
address
 






and  attracting new 
retail  stores. 
Hammer's 
address  echoed the 
message of the
 inauguration from 
which she
 had just returned. 
"While much ahead
 is uncer-
tain, this much 
we have learned: 
The 
path to better times is 






 think? Why live? Why
 
believe? Why 




study? Why ask 
why? Why 
dowhatdo?  Why 
work 10 
hours




































Trish  Nielsen at 
408/737-8000,
 ext. 480 
(or come 
to the class 
and give it 
a try!) 
THIS YEAR
 A LOT OF 
COLLEGE
 






tinder the Army's 
1,01111 Repayment 
program, you could 
get 
out from under
 with a 
three-year enlistment. 
Each year 
you  serve 
on 
active  duty 
reduces  




ever amount is greater, 
up
 to a S55,000 limit. 










And debt relief is just 
one of the many bemfits 
you'll
 earn 





Call 1 -800 -USA
-ARMY  
ARMY.
 BE ALL YOU 
CAN BE. 
"Let us together worship 
the  
Lord"  
English Worship 12:00pm 
Young Adult 









t 'nited !Methodist Church 
WI ?I 72/ 
Ail 1f1 































r $ 2 




 12 to 6 a.m. $2 off self -service Macintosh 
computer  time 
with this 
coupon. 

















the copy center 
L 93 E. San Carlos 




CONTROL  OF YOUR 
COMMUTE
 
If parking's a pr °bleu, for yOu, let A.tran$ snr.rA L.I.2 another ,2.ay 
With 
21
 direct bus  lines to campus,
 we 




program to meet your personal commuting needs, 
To learn r-nore, call 
924 -RIDE 



















 For FREE All Day Bus Pass 
me Associated Students
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SPA]  
Best value 












these  well 






















REA study guides 
ovide a 



















































Choose From AA, AAA, 
$1 95  
C, or D size. Watch 



















Come see our huge 
selection of 
brand name backpacks. 
Many 
feature
 liftime guarantees. 
TRAGER 


















Tape  capability 
and a handy 
























 styles & 
colors. 



























































































Chock  out 
our everyday low 
S I N 1 3 00 K STORE (Extended hours) 
Today Friday
 - 7:15 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
1/30 
Saturday  - 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 


















































































a.m.  to 
8:00
 
Friday  - 
7:15
 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m.
 






















 bike or 
gym  locker, 
Spartan 
Bookstore  has 
famous 
Master
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inch  color 
monitor 
While  





Mac  Ilci 5/80 
Value  Bundle 
Macintosh 
IICI 




 hard disk 
Extended keyboard 
14 
inch color monitor 




Mac Ilci 5/230 
Value Bundle 
Macintosh 'ICI 
5MB of RAM 
230MB hard disk 
Extended  keyboard 

















The new Macintosh IIVX features 5MB of 
RAM, 
an
 80MB hard drive, and CD 
ROM. Package








 Action! and 







Quadratm  features 
4MB of 
RAM and an 
80MB  hard drive. 
Software 
included 




Reference,  AppMaker 
and Common 






The Business Bundle includes





4MB of RAM and an 
80MB  hard disk. 
Lotus 1-2-3, SYSTAT, Macintosh PC 
Exchange, Dow Jones Market Analyzer 
PLUS, and Now Up -to -Date are 
all 












Quadra  700 
with
 4MB 
of RAM and an 
80MB  hard disk 
with  
Mathematic
 2.1 Enhanced 
Version,  

















We offer a 
wide range of 
printers.  There's
 one for 























 the Mac. 
Variety of fonts







DeskWriter  C 
 HP's 
Affordable  300dpi black 
and color printing 
 Fast print 
speeds 
 





































Fast  print 
speeds
 
 Risc based 
20MHz  Intel 80960 
 Variety of 



































For the best in 
technical
 writing software, look to 
Frame 
Maker! 
Now! Get a 

















Bookstore  offers 
Academic 
Pricing  on top 
quality  
products 










 at a 
discounted
 price, 





 Pricing is 




Cogitec,  Microsoft, 




 Store Hours: 
Mon-linor  7:30 a.m. 
to 9pm/ Friday 
7:30  am to 7 pm/ 
Satunlay  1 1:00 am 




   
Organizers
 
Perfect for your audio storage 
needs. 
Great for home 










Cassette Rack 100 
$22.95
 





 Shoulder Bag 
$24.75 
Computer pricing is applicoble for students,
 faculty, and staff of San Jose State University only. Appropriate identification will be required at time of purchase Prices are subject to change without notice. Please 
verify prices with a salesperson. We are not responsible for typographical errors. Sorry, 
we
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Rape:






reports is due 





rather  to more 
being  reported.
 












"If a student 
comes  into my 
office with an 
alcohol  problem, 




 now, I'm not 







 the best 
help she 
can  give is 
to drop 
everything  and 









Pila  says students can 
come 
in and get 
information  about 
the  various 
means
 of help 
availahle
 to them. 
If PEP's 
counselors
 aren't what 
the stu-
dent 
needs,  then 
outside
 agen-
cies  can be 
suggested.  
PEP also trains students to 
go out in the campus
 to speak 
to sororities, 
fraternities  and to 
give 
group  lectures. Pila says 
the  best thing about these lec-
tures is if 
someone
 in the audi-
ence has a 
question, that per-
son will be referred to the cen-
ter. 
Pila 
doesn't think the report 





to SJSU. Rather this 
should 
provide
 a good reason for par-
ents to discuss 
issues  like rape 
and substance abuse
 with their 
children, she said. 
For more 












F or Elementary and High 
School  Students 
 $8 Per session 
(45 minutes) 
 Flexible Hours 




 Must provide OWT1
 transportation 
Princeton
 Home Tutoring... 978-7574
 
976 -WAKE? 
$2+ per call??? 
Get MORE 
personally customized services 
for as low as $3.50/week
 
'prepaid monthly S15 -prepaid weekly S5 with one time satisfaction guaranteed S5 entry fee 
LIMITED TRIAL OFFER - STUDENT RATE 
Yes, I'd like my customized wake up call. 
Enclosed is my payment for S10(tweek) or 520(1 month) payable to Tomorrow Order. 
Phone I ( _) _ 
Mailing Address: 
Best Time to call & 









IVION 0 TUE 0 WEDO THR 0 FRIO 
SAT 0 




select  one 
voice:  
Male







Bay Area Wake Up Service 
P.O. Box 655 Mt. View 94042 
Money back guarantee expires May 20, 1993 other limitations must be received by 5/26/93 Sit 

































 Bible, left 
(wearing 
glasses),
 and Jed 
Smock 
,center,  are 

















Frnm page I 
bian fornicator and said she lust-
ed after the girl that was standing 
next to her. 
"My 
partner and I only went 
down to the center of the 
amphitheater
 when the show was 
over," Smock said. "The guy run-
ning the show said 
'thank you all 
for coming: and at that 
point  we 
started to walk down to the stage 
in the middle of the amphithe-
ater,
 the show wa.s clearly over." 
Smock said he and his partner 
did not know Gehrke was in 
charge so they ignored him. 
"I didn't know the bearded 
guy(Gehrke)  was in charge, he 
looked like a street person," 
Smock said. 
The reason they marched  in 














bif Yes, Our director Dr. 
Jerry  Bobrow, nationally 
acclaimed 
author,




 test preparation. 
51 
Yes, You can repeat
 the course free 
of charge. 
Ed Yes, 
All  instructors are 
experienced,  fully 
credentialed with advanced
 degrees. 
g Yes, We 
administer programs for 26 
California State 
Universities, colleges and law 
schools. 
g Yes, 
Our  Programs are up-to-date. 
? Yes, All 
programs are on campus. 
a Yes, 
We
 prepare over 17,000
 students each year.
 
a 
Yes, We've been 
helping students 
for the past 20 
years. 
a Yes, Most 
programs are 3 









All  materials 
are  included. 
WHAT 
WOULD YOU EXPECT
 TO PAY FOR A 
PROGRAM 
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PRICED
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 the Student Union
 Amphitheatre. 
get the 
audience,  which UPD esti-
mates at about 75, to pay atten-
tion to them, 
Smock said. 
"Walking in and yelling is real-
ly just a tactical maneuver to get 
the attention of the students," 
Smock said. 
Many people in the crowd
 
seemed to be offended by what 
the men were preaching. 
"Of course people did not like 
what we were saying. Telling peo-
ple they are damned and going to 
hell is not a pleasant thing," said 
Smock. "Students should repent, 
repent, repent:' 
The crowd 
began  to turn irate 
and a shouting match broke out 
between several students and the 
two evangelists. Shouts of "go 
home," and "get out of here, go 
somewhere  else" echoed from the 
crowd. 
Bible kept quiet during the 
shouting match and walked back 
and forth on the bleacher seats. 
"I don't know
 where these peo-
ple came from, but I wish they 
would crawl back into 
the  hole 
they came out of," said Jeannine, 
a 
junior majoring in philosophy 
who declined to use her full 
name. "Why did they have to ruin  
a perfectly good concert?" 
Even though the majority of 
the crowd was angry with the 
evangelists, there were a few who 
agreed with them. 
"I think
 if the people 
just listen 
to 












more.  "These 
people









"It's  about 
time somebody
 
exposed all of the 
sinners  on this 
campus.














 but lives 
nearby the 
campus. Ele 
also  said he 
watches  
the
 campus closely 




 on at 
the university. 
Gehrke  made a 
citizen's
 arrest 
and the UPD 
officers
 at the scene 
handcuffed the








 law will not 
refuse a citizen's arrest and the 
police must take action," said 
Lt. 
Bruce 
Lowe, UPD spokesman. 
In this case the two evangelists 
were 
given a citation and told 
they were banned from campus 
for two 
weeks.  
"I was really surprised by the 
arrest," Bible said. "I thought the 
amphitheater was an area for free 
speech. It was 1 o'clock, 
concerts  
are usually over by one." 
Smock said he is part 
of Cam-
pus Ministries USA and has been 
working with Bible for a week 
and a half. The ministry declined 
to comment on what its individ-
ual preachers do at college cam-
puses, or on the 
organization
 as a 
whole.  
Smock,
 who mainly works 
public universities because they 
usually have laws protecting free 
speech, said the reaction he gets 
from the audience is usually "10 
percent dislike, 
10
 percent like, 
and 80 percent nobody says any-
thing." 
Campus Ministry
 USA pays 
only 
Smock's  traveling expenses, 
according  to both men, declining 
to comment any further
 on the 
organizat  ion. 
Bible said he is a 
preacher at a 
church 
in Los Angeles. 
Smock  
said he earns a living






















































































































the possible closure 
of San Carlos 
Street hits 
to() close to 
home. 


























 aesthetic and 
physical unity can overcome 
potential parking
 and traffic 
problems. 
Wednesday's meeting was the 
first 




 review and revision 
of the El R, the public will have
 45 
days  to review the document 
before the city
 planning commis-
sion makes its 
recommendation  
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  San 1.4 State 










LOS ANGELES (AP)  
A 
preliminary 
spending  plan would 
slash the nine
-campus Los Ange-
les Community College District's 
budget  an overall 7 percent, hike 
student fees and prompt possible 
widespread layoffs. 
The cuts proposed Wednesday 
range from 5.1 percent to 11.6 
percent for each of the nine cam-
puses in the 115,000 -student dis-
trict and reflect Gov. Pete Wil-
son's
 proposed reduction in state 
funding.
 
"There are a lot of forces at 
work against us," Chancellor 
Donald
 Phelps told the board of 
trustees 
during  a meeting at Los 
Angeles City College. 
However, the
 proposed budget 









Vice Chancellor Neil Yoneji
 
said that, among 
other things, 
state 
law requires the district to 
make up a $5.6 million 
budget  
deficit for the 
current  school year 





His preliminary budget plan 
anticipates a hike in 
student
 fees. 
Phelps said he believed the 
state 
Legislature  would mandate 
a fee 
increase,  and predicted 
that 
would reduce the 
number  of stu-








 enrollment is 
down  6 
percent






























































Miller is the 
most frequently
 recorded
 pianist of 
































Thursday  to 
suspend
 the 
military's  ban on 
homosexuals.  
"There's






prepared  to deal 
"quite 
swiftly"  with 
any
 violence, 
said  base 









 our fellow 
Marines,"  said 
Bentley. 
"You're
















 tour of 
duty  was 
complete   
or even 
resigning  sooner. 
"You've got












policy:"  said 
Capt.  Clark 
Fleming. "When
 you see good 
people get 
out  like that, it's got to 
have an effect." 
Not  all predictions 
were so 
dire. 
"I don't really see
 the big deal 
about it:'
 said Cpl. 
Patricia 
Teachey.  "I 
believe
 in equal 
rights."
 Nonetheless, Teachey 
said 
she feared that 
homosexuals  who 
reveal 





 said her job 










 to the 
safe:y of 













Daily  Ad 
Staff! 
To give your
 future a lift, 
apply 
in person 
at Dwight Bentel 
Hall,  




 and get 
hands-
on experience
 with computer 
programs 
used
 in the advertis-
ing industry. Come in today or 
call 924-3270 
for more info. 
Advertising  116: 
Spartan 
















 3 Units 
 




Other  majors 
welcome 
 Shadow 








*See us for details. 
people  could get 
hurt:'  she said. 
The 
mood  at the 
northern  San 
Diego 
County






 to live with a 
homosexual
 Marine, and I 
don't 
blame 
any of my 
younger 
Marines for not wanting to," 
said  
Warrant Officer 
Ron  Sablan, who 
has been
 a Marine for






 believed many 
homosexu-
als might not 
have the courage 
necessary
 for battle. 
"I don't think
 they'd handle 
it,"
 
McDowell  said. "I 
wouldn't  feel 
comfortable with
 some guy who's 
gay, in 
a fighting hole, 
in the mid-

















































RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
PREREQUISITE: 
ADRENALINE 
Drive. Intensity. Those alert t words you're 
likely to see ir, many course requirements.Then 
again. Army ROTC is unlike any other elective 
It's 
hands-on  excitement. 
ROTC will challenge you mentally and 
physically through intense leadership tranung 
Tranung that builds character, self-confidence 
and decision-malang slalls. Again. words other 
courses seldom use. But they're tho credits you 
need to succeed in life.
 
ROTC is open to freshmen and sophomores 
without obligation arid requires 
about  four hours 
per week. Register this term for Army ROTC. 
Find out more. Contact Captain Sue Rudat. 
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SJSU head coach Ron 
Ramer  
has been reported to be under 
consideration for the position 
of offensive coordinator for the 
Chicago Bears according to Bay 
Area media. The Bears new 
coach is Dave 
Wannstedt, cur-
rently the defensive coordinator  
of the Dallas Cowboys. 
Former Bears coach, Mike 
Ditka was fired recently. 
The report surfaced in the 
the San Francisco Chronicle
 
and was broadcast by KCBS 
radio but nothing could be con-
firmed on Thursday by lbrner 
after 
repeated  attempts to con-
tact him. 
There was also no comment 
from the SJSU football office or 
from the sports information 
office. 
There has, however, been a 
few inquires to the university by 
Chicago newspaper reporters 
trying to find out more
 infor-
mation
 about Turner. Ulmer 




 head football coach 
and was last an assistant coach 
at Stanford
 before Bill Walsh 
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 LIFE... 
ENROLL IN A 
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Intro to Philosophy 
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PI 103 01 Phil 
of
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0830-0920  
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Phil of the Person 
1130-1220
 
PI III. 116 05 
Prof and Bus Ethics 
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Sports   
Spartans  stun 
Utah
 in 








BY HECTOR FLORES 
Spartan  Daily Staff Writer 
Adversity is nothing
 new to 
the San 
Jose
 State University 
men's basketball 
team,  and lbes 









as injuries, changes in 
the 
starting line-up
 and a tough 
early
-season  schedule. So, the 
Spartans felt right 
at home going 
into overtime against Utah State 
without their 
starting  off -guard 
Javier  Zavala. 
The Spartans
 hung tough to 
pull out a second straight victory, 
80-79, bringing
 them to 5-9 over-
all, and 2-4 in the Big West. 
Zavala sat 
out  for much of he 





 out with 3:31 
remaining. He left the game 
with
 
seven  assists and a season high 
14 points. 
In his place came 
seldom used 
reserve
 guard Brian Jang 
with  the 
Spartans down 
70-69.  
"I felt a little 
more relaxed 
than I did in previous games 
going in and I didn't feel nervous 
handling
 the ball," Jang said, who 
went I for 4, and 0 for 3 from the 
free throw line. 
The 5 -foot -6 Jang, had played 
only 17 
minutes  all season com-
ing in, but played 15 minutes for 




 a turnover. 
The Spartans had appeared to 
have the game won
 in regulation, 
up 75-72 with 11 seconds 
remaining. But Utah guard Jay 
Goodman hit a three-point shot 
with four 
seconds  left to send the 
game into overtime at 75-75. 
Both teams traded a pair of 
shots in overtime, and when 
Spartan
 forward Andrew Gar-
diner hit one of two free throws, 
the 
Spartans  went up 80-79 with 
1:50 remaining. 




teams that resulted in no 
points, Jang 
attempted an off -
balance 





 out. The shot 
bounced  off the rim and gave the 
Aggies (6-9, 3-4) the
 ball with 12 
seconds 
left.  
"I really wish I got off a 
better  
shot," Jang said.
 "But I expect to 
make







up the last shot for 
guard Trent Rose, who drove
 the 
lane but stumbled
 and threw up a 
wild
 shot that ended up 
in the 
hands of Gardiner
 with the clock 
shaving
 two seconds left.
 
"1 was just happy
 to see the 




ball  in his hands and two sec-
onds on the clock:' SJSU 
Coach  
Stan 
Morrison  said. 
A key to the Spartans
 victory 
was 6 -foot
-9 senior center 
Daryl 
Scott,  who muscled 
in 22 points, 
20 in the 
second  half. 
"I wanted to 
come out in 
the  
second








I just felt I 











Mitchel, who led 
the Spartans to 
a 38-33 
halftime lead with I I 
AIMEE MCKINNEY 
SPARTAN  DAILY 
Forward Kevin Logan 
tries laying up the ball inside.  Logan 
scored
 
eight points in the 
Spartans 80-79 victory over the Aggies. 
points, hitting 4 of 5 from the 
field and one three -pointer. 
"Mitchel was hurting us on 
penetration in the first half," said 
Utah Coach Kohn Smith. "They 




Spartans  are a team show-
ing steady improvement as they 
have more than doubled the 
number of victories they had all 
last season. 
Morrison wants his players to 
understand
 that there is progress 
being made, even if the score-
board
 doesn't always favor them. 
"Our players are 
learning  that 
there is improvement in losing," 
Morrison 
said.  "After going 
through the tough part of our 
schedule and giving tough games 
to New Mexico State and UNLV 






 have now won 
two straight games and hope to 
build a 
pathway to the Big West 
Tournament in March, some-
thing they have not done since 
1981. 
NOTES: 
SJSU plays at UC Irvine on 
Saturday at 7:30. The win 
marked the first time that the 
Spartans have beaten the 
Aggies  
under coach Kohn Smith. Smith 
had
 won all eight games in the 
previous four years 
against  SISU. 
The victory
 was the second 
time the Spartans
 have won in 
overtime. SJSU's other victory 





 last time the Spartans had 
won three Lonference
 games was 
in 1988 
when they finished the 
season with a 14-15 record. 
SJSU
 80, UTAI 1 79 
UTAH (6-9, 3-4) 
Patterson 2 2 0-0 5, liay 8-12 7-8 25, 
N. %Vickizer 5-8 0-0 10, 
Goodman 6-17 
6-6 21, Hose 2-10 4-6 9,Conon 2 6 4-4 9. 
Totals 26- 
59 21-24 79. 
SJSU (5-9, 24) 
Allen 2-8 
4-4 9, Logan 4-9
 0 0 8, 
Scott 9 18 








 0 0 4, 
Gardiner 
1 3 
2-4  8, Jang




17 26 80. 
Halftime  
SJSU 38, Utah 33 







next to the 
Express Post 
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the  ban on 
homosexuals
 in the 
military 



























 in the military
 
service,
 in my judgment,
 should be 
able to serve in 
the  military." 
But the
 pres:dent, 
to avoid a 
backlash in 






a second straight 
day an 
expected announcement
 of action. 
Republicans  pressed him not to 
take any 
immediate  action and 
said they would try to 
stop  him if 
he went 
ahead.
 Clinton said there 
was 




 on ending the practice 
of
 asking military recruits about 
their  sexual 
orientation.
 However, 
he said there was still
 disagreement 
with Congress
 and the 
military  
over  the second part 
of
 his interim 
plan dealing







 in the service. 
The  
president








 have said 
would





 now, of 
lifting the 
military's
 50 -year -old











 they do, not 
ba.sed 
on who they 
are  Clinton said. 








 - Serb -
Croat clashes 
spread  to a new front along 
the 
Adriatic
 on Thursday 
as Croatia's 
army pushed 
ahead  with its quest
 to 
retake 
territory.  In one 
surge,  Croats 
retook  a U.N.-protected
 dam. 
Fighting 
also  raged in 
the  former 
Yugoslav 
republic  of 
Bosnia,  where 
Serbs, Croats and 
Muslims
 are at war. 
Peace  talks in Geneva











from  Croatia, a 
step 
that might cause 
the renewal of 
a 
full-scale war in the
 republic. 








 abandoned an 
important 
hydroelectric  dam 
as Croat-
ian  forces advanced on 
the site, about 20 
miles north of the 




Boutros-Ghali said the 
military offensive 
begun




 the entire peace
 process in the 
region in 
jeopardy."  He hinted 
Wednes-
day that the 16,000 
U.N.  peacekeepers 
and related












NEW DELHI, India (AP) - Russian 
President Boris Yeltsin mended fences 
with longtime Soviet ally India 
on 
Thursday by reaching deals on debt 
repayment and new factories to make 
spare parts for the Indian
 military. 
Yeltsin called his visit to India, and 
earlier trips to China and South Korea, 
efforts to restructure post
-Soviet
 foreign 
policy and counter hard-line Russian 
criticism that he is too pro-Western.
 
Yeltsin
 and Indian Prime Minister P.V. 
Narasimha Rao capped 
the  second day 
of the three-day 
visit  by signing a bilater-
al friendship pact that replaces
 a 1971 





 said he and 
Rao had 
resolved  a key 
dispute:  how 
much
 India owes 
Russia  for military
 and 
commercial
 trade in the 
Soviet era. 




as he and his
 wife, Naina, 
toured  the Qutab
 Minar, an 
llth  centu-
ry Muslim 













 The dispute 
stemmed 
from  the 
sharp  drop in the





 to set the
 debt 
principle
 at 9.9 billion




 calculated at the 
exchange  
rate of Jan. 





























 (AP) - A health
 
official on 
Thursday  denied a U.N. 
report 
that a fly
-borne  parasite has 
killed  tens of 
thousands of people 
in the past two years. 
Sadeq 
Mahjoub, director of 
preventive  
medicine at the Ministry 
of Health, told 
the official 




 country knew 
nothing about
 an epidemic. 
The  World Health 
Organization  said 
Thesday that 40,000 people have been 
killed by the parasite and up to 
400,000  are 
at risk in southern Sudan. 
WHO described the outbrealc of the 
infection, borne by sandflies, as "one of the 




The parasite, one of the 
leishmania 
genus, causes 
fever,  weight loss, anemia, 
and enlargement of the spleen. Victims 
typically die of 
complications.
 
The victims live in southern Sudan 
inaccessible to foreign relief workers 




the worst -hit places last week for the 
first time since fighting began in 1983 
between government 
forces and rebels. 
Since Lt. Gen. Omar Hassan al-Bachir 
came to power in June 1990,
 the govern-
ment's relations with international relief 
agencies have been 
strained.  
Relief worlcers have accused 
the Muslim 
fundamentalist 
government  of limiting 
their access to certain areas to cover up 
human rights abuses against minorities. 
LONDON
 (AP)
 - The 
Irish  Republi-
can  Army 
claimed 
responsibility






































police  said. 
The small 
device  exploded in a trash 
bin outside the store, 
breaking  windows 
and sprinkling the 
street  with broken 
glass. The bla.st
 also blew apart a green 
canopy over the store's main entrance dnd 
tossed a mannequin 
from one of the dis-
play windows 
onto  the sidewalk. 
Scotland Yard said a man 
and a woman 
were treated and released at a hospital for 
ear damage and 
cuts from broken glass. A 
Harrods employee and a contractor 
were 
treated at the scene, police said. 
The IRA has 
frequently  planted bombs 
in England in its campaign against British 
rule in Northern I relai 
Three shoppers
 and three police offi-
cers were killed and 93 people were 
injured 
when  an IRA car bomb exploded 
outside Harrods on Dec.17,1983. 
Michael Cole,
 director of public affairs 
for the House of Fraser, owners of Har-
rods, called the Thursday blast "an 
appalling attack on the life of our capital 
city' 
















ambassador  to Zaire was killed 
by 
a 
stray bullet Thursday during a looting 
rampage  by soldiers in 
Kinshasa,  the 
French Foreign NI 
inistry
 said. 
A bullet fired through his office window 
killed 61 -year -old Philippe 
Bernard, the 
ministry said in 
Paris, citing preliminary 
information
 from its embassy 
in
 the Zaire -
an capital. Bernard %vie; 
posted  to Zaire in 
December.
 
Residents  of Kinshasa said 
roving
 
bands of soldiers fired 
guns in the air and 
looted shops and foreigners' homes, 
send-
ing hundreds of people 
fleeing from the  
city 
center. French officials said some 
of
 
the roughly 1,000 French citizens
 in Kin-
shasa had taken refuge in the embassy 
compound. 
Diplomats reached by telephone said 
gunfire could still be heard and they 
were  
deluged with calls
 for help from their 
nationals. The U.S., French and Belgian 
embassies in Zaire urged people 
to stay at 
home.
 
Looting by unpaid troops in late 1991 
spread across 
Zaire  and left at least 100 
people dead. Belgium sent paratroopers to 
evacuate more than 
20,000  foreigners 
from this sprawling Central African 
nation. 
Foreign Minister Willy Claes of Bel-
gium, Zaire's former colonial ruler,
 said 
soldiers were
 angry because they were 
being paid in 5 -million Zaire bank
 notes, 
printed to keep up with hyperinflation. 
Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282 
The SPARTAN DAILY 
mikes no dalm for 
products  or 
services adverdsed below nor Is 
there 
any  guarantee Implied. The 
class/fled  columns of the Spartan
 
Daily consist
 of paid adverdsIng 
and offerings ars 
not approved or 





Promote your organization 
selling printed sweatshirts, 
T-shirts, 
hats,  visors, mugs, 
decals, burrper
 stickers, etc., 
vath yott design or logo!
 
Please call to see 
just how 






 who took 
my pcture wrth Clinton for 
$20.  call 
Nancy (510) 482-3168. 
PARALEGAL CERTIFICATE,
 Char> 
man Univ. Sunnyvale, 
begins on 







 the thrill of 
tree falling 
from 10.000
 feet at the Bay
 Area's 
onry 
skydivirg  center. Come 
join us 
for
 a tandem jump 
and enjoy your 
first
 skydive wrth onN
 45 minutes 
of 
trainng  For the true 




freefall  course 
and  find yourself 
on the fastest 
road to 
becoming a 
certified  sky 
diver, starting with 
a six hour class 
and 
a mile long 
freefall
 the same 
day. Videos
 of your junp
 also avail 
able.
 Owned and operated
 by SJSU 
students  and grafts. 
For




 DENTAL PLAN 
Office visits, 





 your TEETH 
Enroll 
nowl  For 
brochure
 seie 


























































































Canous Insurance Service 
Special Student Program.s 
Serving SJSU 
for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good Drivers" 
*Good 







ND HASSLE - NO OBUGATION 





YAKINI & UVVEZO 
African fabric, prints, ncense. 
T shirts, dashikis. 15 Stewart Ave. 




  58.00 PER HOUR  
Securrry
 - Full time Of part time 
 All shifts / Day, Swng or 
Grave.  
 Weekly Paychecks 





Vacatxxi  Pay. 
 3 
medical
 plans for F.T. 
 Dental
 / Vkion Plans. 
Requires: Reliable transportation, 
clean polce 
reoorti.  vern able past 
employment.  Foal 
communication  
skills, 18 * years. 
Appry: 8 am. -5 
pm. Monday  Frday 
  Vanguard Security 
Services   
3212 Scott 
Blvd.  Santa Clara 
Near 101
 at Sall Tomas & Oicott 
RESTAURANT PART-TIME 
Day and evenirg shifts. 




2565 N  
1st St or 





Studios  is 
seeking bright and 
energetic
 
persons  to manage and 
staff retail 






















but  not necessary. 
Positions 
start in March 
for 







 1 and 
Tuesday,
 February 2. To 
be consid 
ered,
 please call Star 
Trak,  Inc.: 
8007587693  a 8(70232-2217. 
7 GUTSY PEOPLE 
NEEDED.
 4 K  
commission. We 
will  train. Entlusi 
asm a must. 
Uncoromilable  growth 
forces us to expand
 in the Bay 
Area. Full time  
part time 
positions. Call 4C8 345
 2336. 
SUMMER MGNTT. INTERNSHIPS. 
Most positions filled by Feb. Gain 
valuable expenence managing 68 
employees,
 customers & suppliers. 
Avg. 
earnings  $6  16,000.+. Call 
University
 Painting Pros, for 
info./appl., call 1800525-5877. 
SALES - HEALTH AND FITNESS 
Full time positions available for 
management trainees needed for 
California's fastest growing profe& 
sional martial art schools. Oppertir 
nity for rapid 
advancement  to 
management for self motivated 
enthusiastic team players. Karate 
experience helpful but not neces-
sary. Guaranteed base, plus com-
missions, bonus, trips and other 
great benefits. Call Mr. Berryessa 
at (510) 71373,17. 
NO CAREER - GOOD MONEY 
Bike riders wanted. CA drivers 
license required. Call anytime: 
4089985324. 
AMUSEMENT PARK seeking three 
aggressive 
managers who are 




 Weekends in 
Spring and Fall. fulltime




$200. - 9500. WEEKLY
 
Assemble products at home. 
Easy! NO selling. You re paid direct. 
Fulty garanteral FREE Infortnation 






jobs! $1200 .$5000 mot Summer! 
Careerl Cassette. Newsservice. 




We need 16 peaple for
 an 
inventory job on Tues. Fen 9th. 
Work starts 5:30 am! If you're 
availaNe call Olsten Temparary 
Services. 3550 Stevens Ck.131srl. 
408/2464220.
 
  *SMALL WORLD 
SCHOOLS   
 Medical / 
Dental  Benefits 
 Sick / 
Vacation
 Pay 
 Employee Referral Bonus. 
NOVI hiring three parttime 
students  
to work Tuesdays and Thursdays ki 
beton? & after 
sdraol age chikkare 
programs. Other
 fun and part time 
positions also available hi both 
before & after school age childcare 
programs and preschool programs. 
Pr:rations great for both female and 
male stulents. Substitute teaching 
positions  available far students 
needing flexible hours or days off 
for studying. With 24 locations, we 
offer lots of advancement and 
opportunity. Call us, 
we'll  work with 
your schedule. Mnimurn 
12
 unrts 




education  or recreation. 
Call (408)257-7326. 
INSTRUCTOR 
-For those who love 
children. Exciting and energetic 
people needed for pre-school 
children
 sports and recreation 
program. Full & part time available. 
Salary plus 
bonus. Call Mr. Chung 
(510) 713-7347. Positions avail-
able throtghout ihe bay area. 
RED EYE IS NOW HIRING for PT & 
FT mgmt Energetic, non-smokers. 
Interested? Call Renee: 
227-3862. 
DANCE TEACHERS!!! 
Teachng Ballet Tap, Jazz to 
children. Car & exp. required. 
Monday Friday mornings 9-12. 
99643955. 
US TRACERS is currently seeking 
motkated students in the San Jose 
area for FT and PT independent 
work. (800)8866919. 
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! 
Marry positions. Great benefits. Call 
1-800-4384365 ext. P-3310. 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
 fisheries.
 Eam $600.+/week in 
canneries or $4,000.+/month on 
fishing boats. Free transportation! 
Room & board! Male or Female. 
Over 8,000 openings. For employ-
ment program call 1-206545-4155 
ext 
A6041. 




780  S. 11TH STREET APTS. 
2 bedroom./2 bath start $745. 
Walk or 
ride bike to school. Ample 
parking garage available Secured 
entrance.  Cable TV avail. Laundry 
facilities. Reminded, roomy & very 
clean. 
Call
 Manager 2859157 or 
leave
 message. 
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to 
share luxury 2 bdrm. apt adjacent 
to campus. 201 S. Fourth St. 
$300./mo. 
Call Steve 287-1725. 
COUPLE OR SINGLE 
WANTED,  2 
BR duplex, 
near SJSU, w/ parking, 
$680. 615 S. 5th St 2926723. 
ROOM 
AVAILABLE  CLOSE TO 
campus Comer 
of
 9th & William. 





 Rachel 2793110. 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
Big windows, bright and airy, with 
dishwasher, air conditioning, gated,
 
covered parking 8, onsite lataidry. 
Intercom building. Quiet, nice for 
two roommates or staff. 1 block 
hem SJSU. From $625. per month. 
Aspen Vntage Tower. 2974705. 
LEASE 14 BED 4 BATH, ideal for 
sorority start up. Faces campus on 
north. Good terms. 2896273 got 
CUSTOM T,SHIRTS IN 4 - S DAYS!
 
If you are looking for sik screening 
quality at competitive prices, look 
no hither. Century Graphics pndes 
itself on quality work, quick turn-
around and a positke, happy staff. 
Call for 
quotes  at 989-3351. 
50% DISCOUNT!
 
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish. 
Enhance your natural beauty!' 
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows. 
Expires 5- 31 -93. 
408,3793500 
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow 
621 E 
Campbell  Ave. #17. 
Campbell,
 CA 95009. 
ELECTROLYSIS CUNICII 
Unwanted
 hair rernoved forever. 
Specialist. Confidential. 
Disposable  or your own probe. 
335 S. Baywood 
Av. San Jose, Ca. 
Call 247-7486. 
MEN AND WOMEN PERMANENT 
HAIR REMOVAL. Stop shaving, 
waxing, tweezing or using chemi-
cals. Let us permanently remove 
your 
unwanted  hat. Back Chest - 
Lip 
Bikini  - Chin - Tummy etc. 
Students 
8, !acuity 15% discount. 
lst. appt. 1/2
 price if made by 
5/31/93.
 Hair Today Gone 
Tomorrow, u21 E. Campbell Ave. 
/117, Campbell . (4CI8) 379,3500. 
FRIENDLY WORDPROCESSING & 
TRANSCRIPTION. 
Professionall  
home typist w/ 
Lasedet printer. 
$2.00 / double spaced page. 
Open almost 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week. Term papers, 
resumes, correspondence, etc. 
West San Jose near Cupertino. 
Suzanne:446-5658.  
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING, 
reports, resumes, etc. 730-9422 
day or evening 
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED 
Word processing' Theses, term 
papers. nursing & group projects, 
resumes, letters, manuscrtas, etc. 
Word Perfect 5.1, HP Laserlet AIN 
1i:riots plus APA. punctu-
ation and grammar assistance. AIN 
work guaranteed! Save $$$ with 
referral discounts! For wonyfree, 
dependable, and prompt 
service,  
call PAM at 247.2681 (8arnSpm). 
WORD PROCESSOR 
Retired secretary. Let me do the 
typirg!! Resumes. term papers. 
theses, etc. Grad & urriergrad. 
IBM Comp/Laser printer. 
AvaNable days 
(eves/vveekends by appl) 
Appointment necessary. 
Call Anna




If this got your attenton, 
give yourself a break. 
Let me do it 
for you! 









EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science and English papers / the 
ses our specialty. Laser pnnting. 
Free 
spell  check and storage. 
APA, Turabian and other formats. 
Resumes. editing. graphics 
and other services available. 
Masterson's Word 
Processing. 




home typist w/ Laserlet printer. 
$2.00
 / 
double spaced page. 
Open  almost 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week. Term
 papers, 
resumes. correspondence. etc. 
West San Jose near Cupertino. 
Suzanne:4465658. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE 
Word 
Processing,  Temi Papers 
Theses,
 Graduate Work, APA & 
Turabian. Desktop Publishing, 




V. I. P. Graphics 




Print your ad 
here. Line is 30 spaces,
 including letters, 
numbers,  punctuation & 
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Attar **AM day, rata 
Increases  by $1 par day. 
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line 
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 State University, 
San Jose, 
CA., 95192-0149 
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 for Baby 
Kerri's abductor
 
BERKELEY (AP)  A lawyer defending 
a 
woman accused of kidnapping Baby 
Kerri from a hospital argued that her 
con-
fessions are not admissible because she was 
not  advised of her rights. 




acting on a tip, approached Karen Hughes, 
44, outside her Richmond apartment 
Sept.  
15, 
three  months after Baby Kerri was kid-
napped. 
"I told (Hughes) I didn't believe that the 
baby was hers," Inspector 
Wolke  testified at 
Hughes' preliminary hearing on 
Wednes-
day. "I told her I thought she kidnapped 
Baby 
Kerri.  
"She then told me that 'I love the baby. 
I'm never going to give her up,"' said 
Wolke. 
Hughes, 44, admitted in her apartment 
to the 
kidnapping,  then again confessed at 
the police station after she 
was  read her 
rights, Wolke said. 
Deputy District Attorney Robert 
Flutchins said that Wolke's urgent concern 
for the baby precluded him from 
immedi-
ately 
advising  the suspect of her rights. 
But Assistant Public 
Defender  Tammy 
Yuen 
said
 both confessions should be 
inad-
missible
 as evidence. 
"He was obviously asking her questions 
about the kidnapping and the Supreme 
Court requires 
that
 you be advised of your 
Miranda rights," Yuen 
said.  "I'm asking 
that 
all  the statements be thrown out." 
Hughes
 faces possible 
trial on charges 
of 





 in custody 
on
 $250,000 bail. 
Baby Kerri's
 mother also
 testified on 
Wednesday







 Alta Bates 
Hospital  in Berkeley
 a day before 
the June 
12 kidnapping,
 but were delayed
 by a prob-




Marnmini,  17, 
also
 said that the 
abductor
 came to 
her  room 
twice
 on June 
II and again 






 was going 
to









 close to tears.
 "She didn't 





(408)  924-3270 
Searching  for a dass to call 
home
 
Mary Briggs, a junior 
majoring  in graphic design, stood for 
about 20 
minutes
 copying down open sections of classes in 
the art department on Thursday. Like many other SJSU stu-
KNIFER L APOLLASPARTAN
 DAILY 
dents, Briggs had quite a bit of trouble getting her classes 















 who says he watched 
the burial of a 
missing Hay-




 against "false hope" 




liaggard,  37, 
remained in 
custody  in San 
Francisco on Thursday after 
being flown from Indiana last 
week, said 
a spokesman for the 
U.S. Marshal's Office in San 
Francisco. The FBI and Hay-
ward police planned to ques-
tion him within the next few 
days, authorities said. 
'laggard said in a copyright-


























13A 11 I'LL IS!" For business
 
students, this is the one to get. It 
handles time -value -of -money and 
offers cash
 flow analysis for 
internal 
rate of renal IIRIO and net present 
value
 iNPVI. Plus a whole lot MOW.
 
No matter what your 
major,
 no 
matter what the course, there's a 
T1 scientific 
or
 business calculator 
that's right for you. Do the smart 





 years to come. 
,  
4 ir way to 
working  









 I 11 less414nrrvimetnimoti 
Mountain News that he wit-
nessed the burial of 9 -year -old 
Michaela Garecht a day after 
she was kidnapped outside a 




"If he provides information 
we think is logical, credible and 
consistent with what we know, 
we'll act




Rick Sniith said 
But he said there were no 
plans to search the 
fields near 
Hayward where Haggard 
claimed 
the body was buried. 
There also was no word on 
the whereabouts
 of "Slam" 
Davidson, the man who Hag-
gard told the newspaper buried 
the 






















raise  $1,000 
in just
 a few days' 
Plus a 
chance  to 
earn
 
$1 000 for yourself!
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year's  10 best!" 
















The year's most controversial him .. 
a brilliant, blacker than black 
comedy.. 
MAN BITES DOG is more than the most 
audacious him °lithe year -it's a smashr 






























































Access  and 







 Hall room 
213.
 Come to 
class














 It Isn't a Zip 
Code
 
Actually, 06147 is the class code for 
the
 Spartan Daily Newspaper Staff. 
There are many positions still 
available. Reporters, 
photographers,  
and  artists are still needed. 
You can 
now register for 1, 2, or 3 
units, 
depending on the 
amount  of time you 
can commit to the Daily. Stop by 
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209 or call 













clips to help land 
a job after 
graduation 
 

















 FLAP  
FOLD  AND













Permanent Nome Add, 
Permanere
 A, 
aa.ng Address at Soho, 
Area Code add 
Phone  I. 
'L., Claes 
°Fresh





















VALIDATED Student ID 
I candy that I mem 
credit  terms and 
cone 










































cker than black comedy... 
G is mon! than the most 


















FLAP  FOLD 
AND  SEAL  




 for a 



















































Apply  now for the card that gets you where you want to go. 


















 Classic Visa' V5A 
To speed processing ol your apidloillon. please complete all
 sections below. Write WA lor any items that do not empty to 
you. 
Please
 tell us about  yourself 
Pr tnt F ull Name Fast Middle lethal Last 
t,ot Fa! `Net Le, No,..., 
Your 
NIB or Ade, IMonth 
Day  


















Fop and test name under .11.,t) p.m... 
php.  o6 liSled 






)F us Name of Cottage 
Unnersrly  ;Please clo 
not  abOrmeate  BranchCamous Moat School Zip 
Your 
Maatng  Address al School lif Meow.
 Iron, Permanent Addressr Apt No Ctty or town State 
Your bp 
Your Area Code and 




and  last name under whrch 
echo°, phone ts wiled wrth 
Doectory  A/11.1.n. 
V.I 















 l) S Res..
 
AddresS  to which you want your




I ' V" 
0 'MS 0 No 
0 Permanent n Schott, 
C)  Sayings Account 





Yes 0 Nu 
Checking Account 




 Checking Account 
0 re, n 




include  a intim copy of one 
of the following 
I I VALIDATED Student ID for current semester [ ] 
Tuition  bill for current semester 
Important information 
Accepter:de
 sources or income 






















tr yOu ere not 
niters,
 on mem 
to











I certify that I meet and agree to sll the Citibank 
credit terms and conditions of otter on the other side 
Please allow 30 days to 
process this application 
Your
 applicatron cannot be processed without this information and will be substantially 
delayed if you 
omit  any information requested (Be 
sure
 the 
copy  shows your 
name the 
date and 
your current enrollment status Photocopy both sides rf necessary 
Please sign this authorization 
A 
ant s Smnature 
Date 
1CKNW 11J18. 99088 88.9M 
l.
 ..d.1.1160.... 4ftw 
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us:14,110u, leoueu.s
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sp.se.3 oisseto luequpo miocie uolleumow miemodun aimos puels.sepun noA abe.inoua am 
Have You Remembered 
To 
Include  A Copy Of 
Your 
Valid Student ID, 
1 
BUSINESS  REPLY MAIL 
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO 737 
HAGERSTOWN  MD 
POSTAGE
 WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 
CITIBANK 
(SOUTH  DAKOTA) NA 
c o Citicorp Credit Services 
Inc.  
14700
 Citicorp Drive 
Hagerstown. Maryland 
21749-9954  
I I , I 
III  I I II I 
I , I I I 
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